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Passerelle digitizes its admission test using
TestWe, the european e-Exam leader!
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An Interview of Catherine Gautier, General delegate of

Renforcement connaissance Passerelle admission test
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Multi-support et digital

• This April 11th, 7,000 candidates took the English test

on their own laptop!
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After having used paper for 30 years,
the famous
Eco-friendly
French admission test has decided today that e-Exams
was their priority and who knows, and to digitize it
completely for 2019.
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So why TestWe?
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“Because the software and the exam creation
platform are very easy to use. It is adaptable to
numerous various test formats and you can have
automatic or manual grading, it’s up to you.”
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Catherine Gautier

e-Exams is actually one of 2018’s most talked
about trend in Edtech!
Why?
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Zero logistics

More comfort for
candidates

The end of
cheating

Simplification of your test creation and test grading
(which is automatic for MCQs and gap fill)

Thanks to its offline solution, candidates don’t even
need an Internet connection to take their exam

1 .Création des sujets

2 .Examen ofﬂine sécurisé

According to Catherine Gautier, general delegate of Passerelle admission test,
e-Exams are “[...] a comfortable solution for candidates. All those who tried this
kind of exam say they could manage their time much more easily using it.”
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What’s next ?

Rennes SB, one of the 13 Business Schools of the
Passerelle network, already began digitizing its exams
using TestWe.
A solution like TestWe offers also a growing number
of Learning Analytics and Data visualization tools.
Education institutions can collect an unlimited number
of academic data in order to better understand the
needs of their students in terms of learning. It is a very
useful way to improve your learning processes!
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